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Kinetically Driven Growth Instability in Stressed Solids
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We report a new stress-induced kinetically driven morphological instability for driven systems
The effect of stress on the interfacial mobility couples to stress variations along a perturbed plan
growth front. Comparison of theory and experiment for solid phase epitaxy at a corrugated Si(00
interface, with no free parameters, indicates that the new mechanism is required to account
the observed growth of the corrugation amplitude. This mechanism operates in conjunction wi
known diffusional and elastic strain energy-driven instabilities in determining morphological evolution
[S0031-9007(98)06924-5]
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There is increasing interest in the effects of nonhydr
static stresses on condensed phase processes such a
fusion and crystal growth. The focus of most work ha
been to understand and account for stress effects on
energetics, or driving forces, for these processes, parti
larly in recent studies of the morphological stability o
stressed solids. The surfaces of stressed solids are
erally subject to an elastic strain energy-driven morph
logical instability [1], the characterization of which ha
been the focus of much recent effort, especially und
conditions of strained heteroepitaxial thin film growth [2
However, the growth and morphology of a solid is dete
mined not only by the energetics of the relevant phas
but also by the mobilities of the interfaces or atoms i
volved in growth. Little attention has been paid to stre
effects on mobilities, largely due to experimental difficu
ties associated with isolating mobility effects from driv
ing force effects. In particular, the processes by whi
stress-dependent mobilities might affect growth morph
ogy have been entirely ignored. In this Letter, we repo
a new morphological instability that is driven by the stre
dependence of mobilities during growth.

Within transition state theory, the dependence up
stress,s , of an atomic or interfacial mobility,M, is
characterized by theactivation strain tensor V p

ij 
kT≠ ln My≠sij [3]. A positive (negative)V p

11, for ex-
ample, implies thatM is reduced (enhanced) upon th
application of a compressive (tensile)s11. Just such a
dependence of the interface mobility has been obser
in solid phase epitaxial growth (SPEG) in Si(001) [4].

We have identified a new,kinetically drivenmorpho-
logical instability arising from a growth situation in which
the mobility is reduced by stress. With stress relaxation
the amorphous (parent) phase (Fig. 1) and at the apex
a perturbation in a growing crystalline phase, and stre
concentration in the trough, the mobility at the apex
greater than at the trough. Hence the apex grows fas
and the perturbation tends to amplify.
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The destabilizing effect of a stress-dependent mobil
can be of lower order in stress than that of stres
dependent energetics. Typically for small driving forc
F, the growth ratey is the product of M and F,
both of which can be expanded in powers ofs. The
destabilizing term from the elastic strain energy-drive
instability is of the order ofs2 in the expansion ofF. The
destabilizing term from a stress-dependent mobility is
the order ofs1 in the expansion ofM. Moreover, for the
kinetically driven instability, if the interface is unstable
for a given stress state, then it is necessarilystablefor the
opposite stress state. The energetically driven instabili
in contrast, is predicted to occur for stress of either sign

We examine this new instability experimentally usin
SPEG of Si(001) as our model system—the only syste
at present for whichVp has been measured. Also, becau
nearly all of the other important parameters characterizi
SPEG are known, quantitative predictions concerning t
evolution of the amorphous-crystal (a-c) interface are
possible with no adjustable parameters.

While spontaneous roughening under stress of an i
tially planar Si(001)a-c interface, which never roughens
in the absence of stress, is observable, the results are d
cult to quantify under the range readily accessible expe
mental conditions because of sample breakage. Inste
we applied stress to a “prerippled interface” fabricated b

FIG. 1. Origin of instability. If compressive stress reduce
interface mobility, then during growth under compressio
stress relaxation at peak and stress concentration in valley ca
peak to grow faster and perturbation to amplify.
© 1998 The American Physical Society 1445
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ion implantation of a Si wafer with a lithographically cor-
rugated free surface. By controlling the amplitude an
wavelength of the starting interface corrugation, we ca
make a controlled comparison between theory and expe
ment for the interface evolution under stress.

Several Si(001) wafers 1 mm thick were patterne
using x-ray lithography to create free surfaces corrugat
with lines parallel to either [110] or [100] and repea
lengths of l  200 or 400 nm. Each wafer’s surface
was then amorphized by ion implantation (Si1, 90 keV,
2 3 1015ycm2, 77 K) to form a continuous layer of amor-
phous Si (a-Si). Because of straggling of incident ions
the initial 20 and 25 nm surface corrugation amplitude
for the 200 and 400 nm samples, respectively, resulted
13.5 and 22 nm corrugation amplitudes for thea-c inter-
face. The samples were then diced to form bars 6 m
long with a 1 mm2 cross section and thea-Si film occu-
pying one of the long faces and the ripples parallel to th
short edge. A series of samples was annealed at 520±C
while compressed lengthwise, resulting in a uniaxial stre
of 20.5 GPa in the plane of the interface. A control se
ries was annealed under zero stress. The stress-annea
apparatus is described elsewhere [4]. All samples we
analyzed using cross-sectional transmission electr
microscopy.

In Fig. 2 we show the corrugated interface before an
after growth in the presence and absence of stress. T
corrugation amplitude increases during growth und
stress and decreases during growth under stress-free c
ditions, in qualitative agreement with both the energe
cally driven and the kinetically driven mechanisms. Th
reduction of the corrugation amplitude is expected durin
growth in the absence of stress because of capillar
and because of growth kinetic anisotropy: orientation
away from (001) grow slower; hence the (001) trough
“catch up” while the (001) peaks “grow themselves out o
existence.”

In Fig. 3 we compile the results for several samples
400 nm repeat distance. The reported amplitude of t
interface corrugation is normalized by the amplitude o
the surface corrugation because of sample-to-sample v
ations in the latter. There is a significant difference b
tween growth under stress and stress-free growth [5].

For a quantitative comparison of theory and exper
ment, we developed an interface shape evolution alg
rithm fully capable of handling all the complexities such
as growth kinetic anisotropy and the nonlinear velocity
driving force relation at large driving forces. The inter
face is represented as a series of intersecting line segme
[6]. Each segment’s velocity normal to itself is deter
mined by the following function of the local conditions
(orientation, mean curvature, stress) at its midpoint:

y ~

∑
fsud exp

µ
2Gp

kT

∂∏ ∑
2 sinh

µ
2DGac

2kT

∂∏
, (1)

where fsud is the growth kinetic anisotropy function of
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FIG. 2. Cross sections of (a) Initial interface. (b) Interfac
after 100 nm growth under stress (s11  20.5 GPa) showing
amplification of perturbation. (c) Interface after 100 nm growt
stress-free showing damping of perturbation.

misorientation,u, from (111),Gp is the Gibbs free energy
of activation,DGac is the change in free energy per atom
crystallized, andk is the interface curvature. The first
bracketed factor in (1) is the mobility and the second
the thermodynamic, or driving force, factor. After each
iteration, end points are identified by extrapolating th
line segments until they intersect. Segments are dele
if overgrown by neighbors. A segment is split into two
if there is a sufficiently large difference in the velocity
function of the conditions of its end points.

The local stress state is determined by a boundary
tegral method [7]. Given a set of tractions and displac
ments as boundary conditions, and the elastic constants
the solid, the remaining unknown surface displacemen
and tractions are obtained through solving boundary i
tegral equations. The full stress tensor on the bounda
is then computed using the formulation presented in [8

FIG. 3. Perturbation amplitude vs distance grown.
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This stress solution is obtained for conditions of plan
stress, which is the best approximation to the stress st
of the experimental samples.

The ingredients that are input into the evolver ar
the kinetic coefficients obtained from the literature. Th
activation strain tensor describes the stress depende
of Gp. Measurements for (001) yield first and secon
diagonal elements of10.14 V and a third diagonal
element of20.35 V, whereV is the atomic volume of
the crystal; off-diagonal elements are zero [4,9,10]. A
the interface orientation varies, the atomistic process
occurring at the interface that determine the activatio
strain tensor are assumed to retain their orientation w
respect to the lattice (which would result if, e.g., all actio
occurred at step edges), resulting inVp and Gp fixed to
the lattice and independent of interface orientation. Th
kinetic anisotropy [11] is taken [10] as varying as sinjuj
with y001yy111  20. DGac is the sum of several terms,

DGac  DGo
ac 1 DGk 1 DGspV d

s 1 DGsecd
s 2 DGsead

s .

DGo
ac is the stress-free difference in bulk free energie

DGk is the effect of curvature on driving force, calculated
using the “weighted mean curvature” method [6] for eac
segment along the interface. The interfacial tension
assumed equal to0.45 Jym2 and isotropic [12,13]. There
are three distinct contributions due to stress.DGspV d

s
is

the pV work due to the interaction of the hydrostatic
component of the stress state with the volume drop up
crystallization of 1.8% [14]. DGsecd

s and DGsead
s are the

increases in elastic energy of the crystal and amorpho
phases, respectively, due to stress. The stress is assu
to be fully relaxed in the amorphous phase, i.e.,DGsead

s 
0. Incomplete relaxation, which we know to be the cas
in reality [15], will reduce the amplification rate of a
perturbation; hence our calculations provide a theoretic
upper limit on the amplification rate [16].

In the absence of stress, growth, or anisotropy, th
model correctly reproduces classical relaxation kinetic
[17], in which the amplitude decay is exponential in time
with a time constant proportional to the square of th
wavelength [18]. It also produces the expected behavi
for stress-free growth with kinetic anisotropy [10].

For growth in the presence of anisotropy and stress
sinusoidal perturbation is predicted to decay in the a
sence of stress and increase in the presence of comp
sive stress. The predicted shape of the growth front in t
presence of stress is sharper at the peaks and flatter in
troughs, as was observed in Fig. 2(b). The rates of grow
and decay of the corrugation amplitude for 0.5 GPa a
compared to the experimental rates in Fig. 3 (solid curve
Also shown in Fig. 3 are the predictions for driving force
control only, which are obtained by setting the activatio
strain to zero, leaving only the energetically driven insta
bility. Significantly, because both curves are theoretic
upper limits due (mainly) to the assumption of complet
stress relaxation in the amorphous phase, the data c
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not be reconciled with the energetically driven instability
alone. We emphasize that the energetically driven insta
bility is suppressed by capillarity and kinetic anisotropy
and that therefore the kinetically driven interfacial insta
bility is required to explain the observed growth of these
perturbations [19].

The influence ofGpss d in Eq. (1) is increasingly desta-
bilizing at shorter wavelengths. A fastest growing wave
length may be selected by a variety of other factors
Capillarity may suppress the instability at short wave
lengths. For SPEG of (001) Si, however, whether this oc
curs depends on the functional form of the thermodynam
factor [9,10]. If long-range mass transport (not present fo
SPEG) contributes to overall rate limitation, its presenc
in the shrinking phase will reduce the instability growth
rate at long wavelengths, and its presence in the growin
phase will act as a stabilizing influence [20]. Growth ki-
netic anisotropy may select an aspect ratio, rather than
wavelength, depending on the functional form offsud in
Eq. (1): Our simulations show short wavelengths grow
ing slower as the aspect ratio increases.

This kinetically driven instability is of general applica-
bility to any kinetically evolving system. Phenomenolog-
ically, V p

11 will be either positive or negative. Systems
with positive (negative)V p

11 tend to instability in the pres-
ence of negative (positive)s11, i.e., when the sign of the
stress state is such as to lower the interface mobility. Th
same instability should occur in the presence of surfac
diffusion such as in molecular beam epitaxy growth. The
mechanism described above will operate on the rate co
stants for the incorporation of mobile species into the crys
tal (e.g., on the Ehrlich-Schwoebel barriers for attachmen
at steps), resulting in a dependence of the local growt
rate on the local stress state. Additionally, there shoul
be a kinetically driven island shape instability analogou
to that presented here for surfaces: a shape fluctuation
a growing or shrinking island should give rise to stress
variations along its perimeter, possibly reducing the attach
ment barrier and thereby increasing the flux at the protu
berances. This kinetically driven island instability would
be complementary to an energetically driven instability in
which elastic strain energy reduction pays for increase
island perimeter [21], and a diffusional instability origi-
nating from greater diffusional fluxes at the protuberance
[22]. In general, this new instability can play a role in 2D
island growth or shrinkage or in step-flow terrace growth
if there is an attachment barrier and a stress at the ste
this can happen even in homoepitaxial situations due
the self-stress associated with a step.

During “quantum dot” formation a related kinetic
mechanism may play a role in limiting the size of a
coherently strained island by altering the barrier to atom
attachment [23] at the island perimeter. If the attachmen
barrier is raised by compressive stress, such a mech
nism would favor the narrow island size distributions
seen during the self assembly of quantum dots [24
1447
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Not only would the energetically and kinetically drive
mechanisms produce a different time dependence of
island size, but they would also predict different behavi
when the sign of the stress state is reversed.

This sign reversal in the kinetically driven instability
when the sign of the stress state reverses, in contras
that of the energetically driven instability, is a predictio
that can be tested for many growth processes with
knowledge of all of the parameter values required for
quantitative comparison such as the one presented here
SPEG. Along these lines, the kinetically driven instabili
mechanism may offer a different interpretation than h
been advanced to date [25,26] for the observation t
the MBE growth morphology of Si12xGex on Si0.5Ge0.5 is
rough for growth under biaxial compression and smoo
under tension.

In summary, a new stress-induced growth instabili
mechanism is of general applicability to driven system
in which the growth front is out of local equilibrium.
A quantitative comparison of theory and experiment f
Si(001) SPEG with no free parameters indicates th
the mechanism is required for an explanation of t
observed growth of a perturbation. This mechanism m
be considered in conjunction with the energetically drive
and diffusional instability mechanisms when predictin
morphological evolution in nonequilibrium systems.
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